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                Description

                                    
                        Grid 501, glass bath screen with modern, industrial look 
If you have a small bathroom and love both showering and bathing, then a bath with a bath screen is ideal. After all, you can enjoy your shower carefree, and your bathroom floor stays dry. Our Grid 501 is a glass bath screen that you can turn inwards and outwards. It has a distinctly modern look. 
	Bath screen, swings to both sides
	Height: 150 cm
	Width: 80 cm

Low-maintenance, flat surface 
The Grid 501 bath wall is made of quality materials and has a striking horizontal three-level surface. The black aluminium frame is installed on the outside of the glass screen. As a result, the side of the bath - and your shower - is completely flat. So you can easily clean and maintain the high-quality RIHO Shield glass (6 mm thick). And that's an asset. Because your bathroom is above all a place to relax and unwind.
Prefer a different style? Discover our great range of bath screens. You will definitely find a screen to match your taste.
Need more info? Contact us or visit a RIHO dealer near you!
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                    Specifications

                    	Colour	Matt black
	Glass colour	Transparent glass
	Series	Grid
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            Variants

            	G004046121 (left)	80 x 150 cm	G004046121
	G004047121 (right)	80 x 150 cm	G004047121
	Product	Dimensions	Article number
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